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Kohen, Ms Penelope Nevill. At the hearings, a Member of the Court put questions to the Parties, to which
replies were given orally and in writing, in accordance with Article 61, paragraph 4, of the Rules of Court.
Pursuant to Article 72 of the Rules of Court, each of the Parties submitted comments on the written replies
provided by the other and received by the Court after the closure of the oral proceedings. In the course of the
written proceedings, the following submissions were presented by the Parties: At the oral proceedings, the
following submissions were presented by the Parties: On behalf of the Government of Singapore, at the
hearing of 20 November On behalf of the Government of Malaysia, at the hearing of 23 November Kohen,
Mme Penelope Nevill. It is situated at the eastern entrance of the Straits of Singapore, at the point where the
Straits open up into the South China Sea. It lies approximately 24 nautical miles to the east of Singapore, 7.
On the island stands Horsburgh lighthouse, which was erected in the middle of the nineteenth century. Middle
Rocks is located 0. South Ledge, at 2. At the eastern entrance to the Straits of Singapore there are three
navigational channels, namely North Channel, Middle Channel which is the main shipping channel and South
Channel. For the general geography of the area, see sketchmap No. The Sultanate of Johor was established
following the capture of Malacca by the Portuguese in Portugals dominance in the s as a colonial Power in the
East Indies began to wane in the s. By the mids the Netherlands had wrested control over various regions in
the area from Portugal. In , France occupied the Netherlands which prompted the British to establish rule over
several Dutch possessions in the Malay archipelago. In , the French left the Netherlands. These two Treaties
further exacerbated the tension between the United Kingdom and the Netherlands arising out of their
competing colonial ambitions in the region. Under the terms of this Treaty, the Dutch withdrew their
opposition to the occupation of Singapore by the United Kingdom and the latter agreed not to establish any
trading post on any islands south of the Straits of Singapore. The Treaty had the practical effect of broadly
establishing the spheres of influence of the two colonial Powers in the East Indies. As a consequence, one part
of the Sultanate of Johor fell within a British sphere of influence while the other fell within a Dutch sphere of
influence. Sultan Abdul Rahman wrote to his brother that: Whatsoever may be in the sea, this is the territory
of Your Brother, and whatever is situated on the mainland is yours.? In the East India Company established
the Straits Settlements, a grouping of the companys territories consisting, inter alia, of Penang, Singapore and
Malacca. The circumstances of its construction will be considered later in this Judgment. In the Straits
Settlements became a British crown colony, making the Settlements answerable directly to the Colonial Office
in London. In the British Government and the State of Johor concluded the Johor Treaty which gave the
United Kingdom overland trade and transit rights through the State of Johor and responsibility for its foreign
relations, as well as providing for British protection of its territorial integrity. In , British influence in Johor
was formalized and increased through the appointment of a British Adviser. A partir de , administered as a
British Crown Colony in its own right. The Federation of Malaya gained independence from Britain in , with
Johor as a constituent state of the Federation. In Singapore became a selfgoverning colony. In Singapore left
the Federation and became a sovereign and independent State. Singapores Note of 14 February led to an
exchange of correspondence and subsequently to a series of intergovernmental talks in which did not bring a
resolution of the matter. During the first round of talks in February the question of the appurtenance of Middle
Rocks and South Ledge was also raised. In view of the lack of progress in the bilateral negotiations, the
Parties agreed to submit the dispute for resolution by the International Court of Justice. The Special
Agreement was signed in February , and notified to the Court in July see paragraph 1 above. The Court recalls
that, in the context of a dispute related to sovereignty over land such as the present one, the date upon which
the dispute crystallized is of significance. Honduras , Judgment, I. En , Singapour devint une colonie
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autonome. On this basis the critical date for the dispute over Pulau Batu Puteh is 14 February ? With regard to
Middle Rocks and South Ledge, the Court notes that the Parties disagree as to the date when the dispute
crystallized. Moreover, Singapore has not provided any contemporaneous evidence that it intended to include
Middle Rocks and South Ledge within the scope of this Note. In the circumstances, the Court concludes that
the dispute as to sovereignty over Middle Rocks and South Ledge crystallized on 6 February Arguments of
the Parties Nothing has happened to displace Malaysias sovereignty over it. There is nothing to demonstrate
that Johor had lost its title since there is no evidence that at any time it had the intention of ceding, let alone
abandoning its sovereignty over the island.? In the years that followed, the British Crown, and subsequently,
Singapore continually exercised acts of State authority in respect of Pedra Branca. This effective and peaceful
exercise of State authority confirmed and maintained the title gained in the period to by the taking of lawful
possession on behalf of the Crown.? Singaporesums up its position as follows: It is to be noted that, initially,
in Singapores Memorial and Coun- 5. Argumentation des Parties Pulau Batu Puteh fait partie, et a toujours
fait partie, de lEtat malaisien du Johor. In his statement, the Agent of Singapore contended as follows:
Malaysia claims that, prior to , Pedra Branca was under the sovereignty of Johor. However, there is absolutely
no evidence to support Malaysias claim. President, the truth is that, prior to , Pedra Branca was terra nullius,
and had never been the subject of a prior claim, or any manifestation of sovereignty by any sovereign entity.?
It did not pursue this further. The question of the burden of proof On the question of the burden of proof,
Singapore states: Malaysia has produced no evidence whatever in this regard.? La question de la charge de la
preuve La Malaisie na produit aucune preuve en ce sens. Thailand , Merits, Judgment, I. Malaysia agrees that
the burden of proof lies with the Party asserting a fact. It is a general principle of law, confirmed by the
jurisprudence of this Court, that a party which advances a point of fact in support of its claim must establish
that fact Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide Bosnia
and Herzegovina v. Serbiaand Montenegro , Judgment, I. According to Malaysia, its situation is similar to that
depicted in the award rendered in the Meerauge arbitration, from which it quotes the following: Thus already
at the beginning of the seventeenth century, Hugo Grotius, commenting on the military conflict between the
Sultanate of Johor and Portugal, stated that: I Translation, Gwladys L. Williams , Classics of International
Law, p. The proposal made in the letter was pursued, and two junks were taken in the Straits and diverted to
Malacca. However, this incident led to a protest from the Sultan. It is the view of the Court that this incident is
a clear indication of the Sultan of Johors position that the seizure of the junks in the waters in question was an
infringement of his right as sovereign in the area concerned. Coming to the early decades of the nineteenth
century, the Court notes that three letters, all from , written by the British Resident in Singapore, John
Crawfurd, are of particular relevance. Houwens Post, , p. Third, in a letter of 1 October to the Government of
India, he commented on the possible inconvenience of the exclusion imposed by the Anglo-Dutch Treaty on
the British Government from entering into political relations with the chiefs of all the islands lying South to
the Straits of Singapore, in the following terms: This may be easily illustrated by an example. The Carimon
Islands and the Malayan Settlement of Bulang are two of the principal possessions of the Tumongong of Johor
or Singapore, and his claim to them is not only allowed by the rival chiefs but satisfactorily ascertained by the
voluntary and cheerful allegiance yielded to him by the inhabitants. By the present Treaty, however, he must
either forego all claims to these possessions, or removing to them, renounce his connection with the British
Government.?
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The Life of Oliver Goldsmith. IT is pleasant, in these clanging days, when even our Re- views resoundyith the
din of arms, to be recalled to a calmer sphere by such a book as that whose title graces the head of our article;
to turn from Kossuth and Pio Nono, the Sikhs and the Mexicans, to Goldsmith, whose very name transports us
at once into the midst of an age which seems to the read- ers of Boswell to have been more occupied with Dr.
Johnson and the club than with any thing else. So adverse is the spirit of our time to the deification of literary
heroes, that even Shakspeare has had to be brought into fashion; and it would require more than the genius of
Fanny Kemble to procure an apotheosis for any name less eminent. Indeed, we feel sin- cerely grateful to Mr.
Irving for reminding his countrymen of Goldsmith, and thus rescuing one great light, at least, from the eclipse
of illustrations and gorgeous binding. The rising generation are in danger of considering the works of Johnson
and his compeers as books that no gentlemans library should VOL. We who were brought up on Addison, his
contemporaries and successors, awaken to a most unpleasant surprise, when we find these names are strange
in our childrens ears. As we seem to ourselves to have imbibed our knowledge of them with our mothers milk,
we are quietly expecting that our successors will do the same. But we have only to examine the reading-hooks
scattered broadcast among our young people, from Maine to Mexico, to discover the fallacy of any such
notion. These manuals are carefully weeded of all extracts from the standards of the language, and filled only
with specimens of American litera- ture, under some delusion of patriotism; as if it were not rank treason thus
to confess that we have no share in the glory of our ancestors. Whoever, therefore, calls up vividly to the
public recollection a true niodel, must be reckoned a benefac- tor, and we are always happy to be obliged to
Mr. He has, we think, a peculiar fitness for the present gracious task. Prior was a laborious collector of facts,
who, by dint of patient research, and nothing else, made a book as little attractive as a life of Goldsmith could
well be. Forster drew from the distaff thus carefully stored with raw material a smooth thread, around which
he allowed all the characteristic circumstances and associations of the time to crystallize, forming a mass at
once solid and transparent, but not without, now and then, a little superfluous glitter. Irving, selecting at will
from the whole,- has, with his usual taste, presented us with gems in order, fitly set, from whose shifting and
delicate hues flashes forth a portrait, possessing the accuracy without the hardness of the daguerre- otype,
though not, like that, made of sunshine. Why is it that the saddest hooks in the whole world are those which
give us the lives of men of genius? Is it only that the realities of life its imperfections, disappointments, follies,
and mistakes loom out terrifically from a back- ground of splendid possibilities? Is it the apprehension of
power, with which we set out, that makes natural weaknesses seem so piteous the notion of greatness that
renders little- ness unpardonable? What do we expect of authors, and what ought we to expect? Why should
they be less happy In short, what is practically the connection or opposi- tion between genius and the common
affairs of life? Our readers will hardly be disposed to dispute the proposi- tion, that we rise from the perusal of
the biographies of men of high genius sadder as well as wiser. We feel as we do after lifes hardest personal
lessons. We are conscious of the same chastening effect as that produced by the ill result of some blunder or
misconduct of our own. Our hearts fail us; we are discouraged as to ourselves, our past and our future. If the
inspired, the far-seeing, the god-like in faculties, succeed so ill in making their powers subserve the ends of
life, with what hope can we take another step? The deep and tender sympathy with which we study the
characters and follow the fortunes of the gifted is hardly to be accounted for without tracing its origin farther
back than might at first glance seem necessary. Admiration, indeed, begets a sort of enthusiasm; but it expends
itself upon the thing ad- mired, unless that be of the nature of a direct communication of the spirit of the author
to our spirit. He who works well in pure abstractions may excite our intellect to the uttermost move our
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wonder, perhaps, and even win our gratitude in a certain sense ; but we shall have no affectionate interest in
him personally. If we care to know who he is, where he was born, and under what influences trained, it will be
rather from curiosity than any feeling nearer the heart; more as we study a phenomenon than as we indulge in
a pleasure. A botanist wishes to learn the scientific name and his- tory of a plant, which, to the observer of
another class, is a source of pleasure for its beauty and the associations that hang about it; and there is quite as
great a difference be- tween the pleasure we feel in tracing out the shaping circum- stances in the history of
two men, one of whom has only im- proved our intellect, while the other has delighted our imagina- tion and
proved his sympathy with our common experience. The law of sympathy is, indeed, universal; and print and
paper make little difference in the rapport. If we care to Irvings Life of Goldsmith. There is a secret solicitude
in every breast on this subject of life; it is of the intensest importance to us an overshadowing thought, indeed, which insensibly colors all our other thoughts, while we are fancying ourselves very philosophical about
the world and its affairs. It is in vain that we seek to reduce the importance of this life, or to moderate our
concern in it, by considerations connected with another; those very considerations do but add dignity to a
period which is so intimately connected with an unimaginable eternity. The greater our anxiety, or the stronger
our hope in the future, the more intense is, and ought to be, the interest of a healthful mind in the present, and
what ever tends to unfold, disentangle, or illuminate that puzzling, but most precious, present. Writings which
do this, live in every heart and forever; their fiction becomes as much a part of our stock of experience as the
occurrences of yesterday, and their authors are as really our personal friends as if we had looked from time to
time into their answering eyes during the whole progress of the events they describe. We are even more sure
of their sympathy than we can always be of that of people into whose eyes we do look; for how many things
are there that interfere between us and those about us! The limitations of merely human intercourse are
mortifying and disappointing; and we turn with the keenest pleasure to an intercourse equally connected with
our daily experience, and at the same time relieved from the restraint of provoking bar- riers of pride, jealousy,
fear, disdain, and apathy. If we had full consciousness and enjoyment of the inner sense and high- est meaning
of things around us, we should need neither novels nor poetry. Heaven has in all ages sent among men angels
of different degrees, whose office it is to give us this insight, with power not only to show us the secret beauty
of life, but to endow us at the same time with new capacity of percep- tion. The higher of these are called
poets; perhaps this were a fitting name for all. We trust his pictures because, in some respects at least, they
favor our beloved ideal. We are willing to believe that he has seen further into the truth of things than we; we
endow him unconsciously with all insight into human springs, means, and motives, because we perceive in
him an insight beyond our own. He can show us the subtlest workings of thought in others; can he ever be deceived? He discerns unerringly the consequences of every vice and every folly; how wise and blameless must
be his own walk! Compassion, in one who understands so well the nature of compassion, can never be a mere
weakness; un- thrift can hardly he the fault of him who has so often con- trasted its curse with the blessings of
regularity and self-com- mand. Must not he who exhibits so much sagacity in one direction have the full use of
it in all? He seems to have life completely in his power; is it likely to prove too much for him practically? It
may be said we are not so romantic as this. We need not, in this age of the world, be told that poets are men
like ourselves, at least as prone to error, at least as subject to pas- sion; as weak, as variable, and even more at
the mercy of the delusions of vanity. The light that shone about us while we were in their com- pany was a
supernatural radiance; and when we try to look at such men by the common day in which we behold others,
the glamour is still hanging about our eyes. So we read their lives with a disappointment which reason
disowns, but which yet does us honor. It has a generous source; it evinces a willingness that there should be
some of our kind above us in fortune, as we feel them to be in power; it is the result of uncalculating gratitude
for unpurchasable benefit. We would fain see them freed even from the inexorable law of cause and effect.
There is something like an idea that they have earned happiness by bestowing it; and that, even if they fall into
weakness, they have a claim to be invalided on full pay. It regards the correctness of the view which the
biographer has been able to give of the whole life and being of his hero. The world has seen but one man
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daguerreotyped by his friend, or rather by himself; for Boswell only adjusted the lens by means of which
Johnson drew his own picture. All other mind-portraits depend largely upon the skill, and still more upon the
idiosyncrasy, of the painter; as witness the fact, that if one life be written by two or more people, of distinct
and peculiar minds, we shall hardly recognize the character as the same. The life of Byron, as written by
Moore, and by Hunt, and others, is an instance of this kind. We have there- fore a good right to suppose, that,
to our own immediate ob- servation, the reality might have appeared different from either or all, and that a
career which, even under the pen of friend- ship shows as a terrible failure, would very possibly have escaped our personal concern as wearing a general aspect of at least ordinary prosperity. We need some such
consoling thought, to keep up our faith in the promise, he that water- eth shall himself be watered, as we read
the lives of those who have bestowed upon us the highest and most blameless of all the pleasures of earth; and
the life of Oliver Gold- smith, written out once more, and by one perhaps as worthy as any man living to write
it, is no exception to the remark. We remember receiving a painful and half-indignant im- pression of the
position of Goldsmith among the friends of Johnson, when we first read Boswell, more years ago than we care
to remember. Boswells evident desire to depreciate him was not the sole source of this, for the motive was too
patent to excite any thing but contempt. But there was an obvious insolence habitual in that circle when
Goldsmith was in company, which implied a want of any proper sense of the power to which we owe the
Vicar of Wakefield and the Deserted Village, and which was inexplicable without some further insight into
Goldsmiths character and manners than could be gleaned from the big book devoted to the big man. Johnson
himseW more discerning, more generous, and also less fastidious, reproved this insolence at times; yet even
he was not always above the weakness of countenancing it, es- pecially when under the influence of the
homage rendered to He was ever Goldsmiths best friend, but even his friendship had a certain admixture of
contempt. It was poor Goldy, in his best humor; and in his worst, Goldsmith is a fool! This tone was more than
imitated throughout the sphere of which Johnson was the centre, and which constituted the literary world of
that day. Boswells mental universe admitted but one sun, and the grand business of his life was the exclusion
of whatever might intervene be- tween himself and the rays which glorified his insignificance. To disparage
Goldsmith, to set his failings in the worst light, and to flatter Johnson by contrasts and comparisons, was,
therefore, the care of this prince of toadies; and as Gold- smiths disposition was averse to the very shadow of
toady- ism, he was peculiarly at the mercy of a man in whom it was an instinct. Itis easy to see what was
Boswells advantage; while in the splendid Beauclerc, and the classic Langton, and the other distinguished
persons who circulated about the great Chain, we can pardon some little genuine distaste of manners formed in
the course of ram- bles almost on the footing of mendicancy, and of a style of dress which would have been
much improved by being exchanged for any cast-off clothing that had once belonged to a gentle- man. The
more we study the accounts of Goldsmith, the more we become convinced that the unfavorable impression
made by his manners was inevitable, and that we ought not to blame too indignantly a want of personal respect
to which his writings would seem to prove his triumphant claim. We cannot deny the truth of the proverb, that
manners make the man ; although something very different is required to make the writer whose memory shall
be regarded with honor and affection wherever his language is spoken. It is we who see and know Goldsmith
the essential Goldsmith. Those about him could not see him among the disguising, deforming, distressing
accidents through which this clear, radiant soul was trying to make itself known, and which it at length burst
from, in disappointment and despair. At school, he was considered a stupid, heavy blockhead, little better than
a fool. When do you mean to get handsome again? If he sometimes retorted, it was but to hide the arrow which
he had no means of extracting. When he went to college, it was not as his elder brother had gone, but in a
menial capacity; and this on no more sensible account than a piece of truly Irish generosity on the part of his
father; who, when his daughter married clandestinely a wealthy young man who had been his pupil, to clear
himself from the imputation of having furthered the match, saddled himself and his family with an
engagement to pay a marriage portion of four hundred pounds, entailing thereby hopeless poverty on all his
other children! Men have been placed under guardianship sometimes for acts less declarative of ina- bility to
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transact ordinary affairs; yet one of Goldsmiths biographers considers the deed as proving a high sense of
honor! If this be indeed a specimen of honor, give us rather the old-fashioned, Bible principle of justice,
though it may show homely in comparison. At college, he had, says Mr. Forster, a menial position, a savage
brute for a tutor, and few inclinations to the study exacted. Here the iron of poverty entered his soul, for where
is poverty more bitterly felt than in college? A hare support, mean and precarious at best, was rendered still
nar- rower by the death of his father; and he learned to save him- self from actual starvation by writing
street-ballads, which he would steal out at night to hear sung. Yet even in this lowest depth, he could feel for a
fellow-creature in a lower deep, and give, with that uncalculating and incon- sistent benevolence which
continued to the last so striking a feature of his character. This was bred in him by the father, whose sense of
honor brought him to this pass of misery. He wound us up, said the Man in Black, to be mere machines of
pity, and rendered us incapable of withstanding Miserably unsuccessful in college, for what does or can
despair bring but failure? Goldsmith crept back to Lissoy, to his mother, and for two years taught the village
school, as aid to his brother Henry, besides being a sort of man-of-all- work for the family in general. At the
end of the two rather jolly, if not very dignified, years, during which the faint sun of a questionable prosperity
did perhaps something towards clari- fying the future diamond, he applied for orders, but unsuc- cessfully. The
cause of his failure can only be conjectured; but at least one inquirer will have it something ludicrously like
that which made the unyielding John Foster unacceptable in his first pulpit, a preference for that color in
costume which turkey-cocks and sober people bate. Fosters offence was a scarlet waistcoat; Goldsmiths a pair
of scarlet breeches. It does not increase ones respect for the world to find its important affairs turning on
points like this; so we may as well hope the Bishop of Elphin had a better reason for rejecting a candidate
whose college irregularities had very probably been exaggerated to him. The law was now pro- posed, and the
kindest of uncles advanced money for a begin- ning in this new study; but here we stumble at once upon one
of the sources of poor Goldsmiths ill-luck in the world. He lost the money at the gaming-table, and returned to
his friends plucked and humbled. Destined for any thing but playing Mr.
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Walford, author of Mr. Remittances should be made by bank draft or check, or by post-office money-order, if
possible. If neither of these can be procured, the money should be sent in a regidered letter. All postmasters
are obliged to register letters when requested to do so. I Rush down the rocks, and round the feet I Of those
grey mountains coolness hring, I. The coolness of their glacier spring. What a world of anguish lies Above the
zone where corn and oil Can flourish and repay your toil. In that one short word! But mortals will not read
aright, Nor know that, from each;barren height, Unquenched the living waters flow Which verdure bring to
fields below. Who wert thou, upon whose nameless tomb Are inscribed such words of grief and gloom? Didst
die consumd by the fire of youth, Deceivd, alas! Wert thou a poet, whose living lyre Made deathless in song a
vain desire? Seek not aside to draw the veil Whose mystery shrouds that piercing wail, Nor deem the pity in
thee it wakes Be greater than His who gives and takes: Thy love to His is a grain of sand. Go thou, and leave
her in Gods good hand. So may a covring meet for him below Be spread by Natures hands for her he lovd to
sing. Cold lies the burning heart whose evry thought Breathd its whole fervor in impassioned song, Still
echoing in each soul its fire hath sought in that far lovely land he lovd with love so strong Where now, alas!
LIKE mighty thinkers, there they stand Above the soft green pasture-land; They yield no common yearly food,
To those lone heights neer climbs the wood, What do those giant idlers there? WHAT shall I liken unto thee?
A lily bright, Whose virgin purity and grace Fulfils the soul, as doth thy face, With all delight. What shall I
liken unto thee? A blushing rose, Which, redolent of fragrance rare, Half opened to the summer air, All
sweetness grows. Some glorious star, Which, hung aloft at eventide, Sheds its mild radiance every side, Both
near and far. For these all three, Lily, and star,- and rose so fair, In radiance, grace, and sweetness rare Must
yield to thee. The naiads heavy-eyed are languid lying; Through burning sands their lingering runnels creep.
Drowsed by the shrill cicalas weary crying, The dryads dream, in hazel shadows deep. Canst thou the
sun-gods blighting beam withstand? Few of us, probably, have given a thought to the sib- ylIi ne oracles,
beyond what is suggested by the picturesque Roman legend with which every schoolboy is familiar. Very few,
at all events, have seriously consid- ered the subject in its relations to Chris- tian doctrine or history. Once
before the sibylline oracles formed the subject of a learned and animated discussion, in which English
scholarship was not unworthily represented by Dodwell, XVhiston, and others ; and in the hope, therefore, of
re- newin the interest in it, we shall give a short account as well of the subject in itself as of the recent
contributions to its literature in France and Germany. Its principal importance for us under both relations must
be its bearing upon the early Christian evidences but the story of the Sibyiline Books, in itself, is one of the
most curious in the whole range of literary history. Editin alters, curante C. E cursus ad Sibyilina, sen de
Sibyilis enrum- que ye? Oracul Sibyl- hun ad Fidem Codd. Frankfurt am Main, The sibyl of the Roman
legend is but one of a group of similar personages, held in repute in the ancient world as supernat- urally
endowed with the spirit of prophecy. The number of divinely gifted females called by the name of sibyl is
variously stated by different writers. Tacitus ap- pears to doubt whether there was more than one. Other
writers mention two, three, or four. Among those who specify four sibyls, the most remarkable is Pau- sanias,
who enters into many details, and cites several of the oracles ascribed to them. Clement of Alexandria
enumerates nine, and Lactantius no fewer than ten; for which statement he cites the high au- thority of Varro.
Whether these were in reality the most ancient among the written oracles of the sibyls may well be a sub- ject
of doubt; but the books which the Roman story represents as sold to King Tarquinius by his mysterious
visitant, must now be regarded, if not as the nu- cleus or the type of all the various compi- lations which have
been produced under the same name, at all events as the proto- type of that collection which has come down to
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the present time. The existing collection of sibylline oracles is admitted- ly an imitation of the Roman books,
and it most probably embodies some not incon- siderable fragments of them. Whatever opinion may be
formed as to the legend regarding the acquisition of the Sibylline Books of Rome, no doubt can be entertained
as to the reverence with which the books were preserved and the high value which was set upon them. A
special body of in the Capitol, only three instances are officers was maintained to watch over recorded in
which they were solemnly re- thei: At the ner of consulting them. It was only on same time, that the popular
notions re- occasions of great emergency and by a garding them still continued to prevail, solemn decree of the
Senate that it was appears from a story which Sallust tells permitted to refer to them; and the im- of Cornelius
Lentulus, one of the associates portance attached to the responses drawn in Catilines conspiracy; that the ambifrom them may be inferred from the terms tion of this adventurer was excited by a in which they are recorded
by Livy and prediction in the Sibylline Books to the the other historians of Rome. Nearly a effect that three
Cornelii were to enjoy hundred such consultations of the Sibyl- sovereign power at Rome; that this pre- line
Books at Rome are cited by M. Alex- diction had already been verified in the andre. Many of these reached
Rome in the name, with a view to replace, as far as might train of the commission which, as we saw, still be
possible, the lost oribinals. But at the same time with the oracles thus After the burning of the Capitol, the new
accepted as sibylline, were introduced collection does not appear ever to have into circulation a multitude of
spurious or attained the same reverential acceptance suspected compositions, the dispersion of which had been
accorded to the Tarquin- which among the people brought discredit ian oracles. Tiberius even went so far as to
order that all prophetical books of Latin forbid the Senate from consulting them. Suetonius sets down the and
Gallienus. Aurelian, during the Mar- number of books destroyed under this comannic war, found it necessary
to write order as above two thousand. The ancient practice of con- made that he reproaches the Senate with
suiting them in public emergencies almost hesitating so long to consult the Sibyl- fell into disuse. Constantine,
in pursuance of his hereafter; but it is doubly curious to the general system of toleration, abstained thoughtful
student as affording a glimpse from any restrictive measure regarding of the literal realities of the religious life
them; while on the other hand, Julian, as of pagan Rome in reference to one of its a part of his general plan for
the restora- most distinctive peculiarities. None of the suc- the ancient pagan oracles is exceedingly ceeding
emperors appear to have taken difficult to be determined. In the very any notIce of the Sibylline Books till the
earliest controversies between the Chris- reign of Honorius, under whom they were tians and the apologists
and the champions publicly burnt by order of Stilicho; and of the old creed, we meet frequent appeals the
feeling with which this measure was to the oracles of the sibyl, as an author- regarded by the still faithful
adherents of ity which both the disputants must recog- paganism is still sufficiently indicated by nize. The
sibyl thus appealed to is the angry verses of Rutilius Numantianus, the original of the curious collection which
a fiery pagan zealot of the day. Few even of professed scholars and still more Justin Martyr, rely on them have
any definite notion of its character as indisputable, or at least undisputed au- and contents; and M. Alexandre
has ren- thority. Theophilus cites them with equal dered a very important service by bringing show of
confidence, and it is to him that together its still extant remains. Roman books which are preserved by Nor can
their appeal to the oracles be Phlegon, of Trales. One of these is spe- explained as a mere argumenlurn
adhorni- cially curious, as being a response actually nevi addressed to Gentile believers. No given to an
official consultation by order doubt this consideration enters somewhat of the Senate, which took place in the
con- into the confidence with which the appeal sulship of M. Among the Latins, Tertullian, although sparing
in the number of his apl eals to the testimony of the sibyl, is nevertheless decisive as to its weight and value.
Augustine seems to go even farther as to the position to be assigned to the sibyl in relation to the true faith,
and to include her among the number of those who belong to the city of God; and M. Alexandre has been at
the pains to identify no fewer than fifty passages which Lactantius, in the course of his argument upon the
Christian evi- dences, has cited from the several hooks of the collection still extant. It is right to observe,
however, that in ascribing to the authors of these oracles divine or superhuman authority, the Chris- tian
writers draw a wide distinction be- tween them and the prophets of the Jew- ish or Christian dispensation. To
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the latter, it is hardly necessary to say, they ascribe direct assistance from God and conscious and intelligent
inspiration; the former are merely mechanical and uncon- scious instruments, moved, indeed, by superhuman
agency and speaking under its influence the truth of God, but without appreciation of their import or
conscious- ness of their tendency a view which is fully borne out by the language of the Sib- ylline Books
themselves, in which the prophetess is represented as a passive and, in many cases, a reluctant agent under the
impulse of the spirit. On the other hand, this acceptance or use of the Sibyliine Books as an authority was by
no means universal. Augustine distinctly recognizes the inherent weakness of any argument founded upon
them, inasmuch as it is always open to a Gentile adversary to allege that they had been fabricated by the
Christians. And thus from the fourth century on- wards less weight was attached to the sibylline verses in
Christian schools. Jerome, Optatus, Palladius, and others refer to them, but only in a passing way; and by
degrees, as the main occasion for their use in controversy ceased with the disappearance of paganism, they
ceased to be quoted, and eventually fell altogether out of notice. During the Middle Ages little is heard,
whether in the East or the West, of the poems themselves, although M. De medii mvi Sibyliinis. It is
exceedingly curious, and even in its literary bearing well deserving of careful study. There can be little doubt
that the allusion in tisis verse is to the well-known acrostic on the Last Judgment in ihe eighth boole. We may
nbserve that ihis last for tise classical metamorphosis of names isnotice able in almost all who have been
concerned about tise early sihyiline literature. None of these editions comprised more than the first eight
books; but in the year the celebrated Angelo Mai discov- ered and published at Milan an Ambro- sian MS. The
interme- diate books ix. The interest of modern scholars in the historical questions arising out of this
remarkable literary imposture was for the first time seriously awakened by the well- known Danish scholar
Thorlacius, profess- or at the University of Copenhagen, and still more by a most able and elaborate essay in
Schleiermachers Tkeologiscke Zeitsckrzft for , by Dr. Frederick Bleek, a member of the University of Berlin.
The latter of these essays is a complete resume of the earlier literary his- tory of the subject, and was the
occasion of much desultory discussion in Germany and France; but the scientific study of the subject must
rather date from the pub- lication of the critical edition of the Greek text with a metrical Latin version and
elaborate annotations, by M. Alexandre, of the French Institute, in two octave vol- umes, at Paris, Alexandres
edition comprises all the still extant books, twelve in number i. Alexandres edi-, tion was followed in by an
edition of the Greek text with a German version by Dr. Friedlieb, professor in the Uni- versity of Lresiau ; but
both editions are supplanted by a new one in a single vol- time, from the pen of M. Alexandre in , which,
while it retains all that was valuable in his original two volumes, is much more conveniently. How cager and
ani- mated are the discussions to which it has given rise, may be seen in the long array of publications prefixed
to these pages. We propose, therefore, to lay before our readers a short account of the collec- tion, and of the
various views regarding it which have been entertained by the learned in ancient and modern times. It would
be too much to say that the eight books of the sibylline collection were positively put forward or accepted as
genuine when first published by Betu- leius; but, strange as this may appear to any one acquainted with Kochs
prefatory remarks, they continued to find defenders throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Among those who regarded them as fabricated great diversity of opinion ex- isted as to the author or authors
of the fabrication. Blondel ascribed the authorship to Hermas; Dodwell partly to Hermas, partly to the
apologist Papias; strangest of all, considering the language in which they are written, Semler suggests as the
author Tertullian, whom he sup- poses to have composed them in the inter- est of those Montanistic docrines
of which he was the reat Western representative. Some, again, look upon the imposture as a device of Jewish
proselytism ; some attrib- ute it to the same Christian school from which emanated the apocryphal gospels and
apostolical writings, the Book of Enoch, the Apostolic Constitutions, the Recognitions of Clement, and the
other literary fabrications of the early age. The form in which the col- whole, and the several oracles into
which lection comes down to us, being distrib- it may be resolved, are direct emanations uted into fourteen
books arranged as a either of the Jewish or the Christian school. He probably wrote during bution through the
fourteen books of the the reign of Justinian, and his statement existing collection. We shall follow the puts it
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beyond all doubts that the sibyl- view of Professor Ewald, although he line oracles in his time did not form a
sin- differs in some particulars from M. Alex- gle poem, but consisted of many pieces andre.
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Ann Le Bar, companion and historian, helped me in innumerable ways at every stage in the creation of every
part of this book. Helen Low Metzner and Charles Metzner, my parents, began my instruction in critical
thinking and enabled me to pursue my scholarly interest to this distant conclusion. Stephen Cuffel, Joy
Markham, and Ken Wong, friends and originals, gave me inspiration over a long period of time. John Toews,
Scott Lytle, and George Behlmer, professors of history, contributed greatly to whatever virtues I can claim as
a historian. Mark Scholz, friend and historian, assisted me considerably at a late stage in the composition of
this book. Leslie Overstreet of the Smithsonian Institution Libraries and Meta Lytle also gave me extra aid
with research materials. The University of Washington Graduate School provided me with a Western
European Studies Fellowship that facilitated my spending a full year in Paris conducting research. I thank
these individuals and organizations and all the other relatives, friends, educators, historians, librarians, and
organizations who contributed to this book for their help. And I hope that I have helped others in their
endeavors as much as they have helped me in mine. Revolutions in the appropriation of space, in the valuation
of practical knowledge, and in the projection of the self conditioned these unprecedented ascents of a few bold
individuals. This study employs a somewhat narrower and more precise definition. Here virtuosos are taken to
be people who exhibit their talents in front of an audience, who possess as their principal talent a high degree
of technical skill, and who aggrandize themselves in reputation and fortune, principally through the exhibition
of their skill. During the Age of Revolution, individuals with these characteristics appeared in a wide variety
of fields, including chess, cooking, crime detection, musical performance, and automaton-building. Their
diversity of occupation may have obscured but did not preclude their development of fundamentally similar
drives to excel in spectacle-making, technical skill, and self-promotion. More specifically, these virtuosos had
a theatrical bent and loved to perform. They sought to find or gather an audience and then to expand it. In so
doing, they modified the exercise of their arts to make them more striking to the eye or earâ€”that is, more
spectacular. They developed large rep-ertoires of techniques. They improved or invented instruments used in
their art. They performed often, with rapidity, and from memory. In general they showed their technical skill
through the overcoming of difficulties. They advertised their activities in newspapers and on posters. They
wrote about themselves or hired or encouraged others to write about them in books and magazines. They
solicited for themselves honors, awards, large fees, and other manifestations of social and material
advancement. Such were the common characteristics of the virtuosos of the Age of Revolution. During the
Age of Revolution, Paris became the center of a cyclone of virtuosity, as increasing numbers of highly skilled
performers arrived from around Europe and the rate of their exhibitions accelerated. Paris was at the same
time the center of an anticyclone, as native or naturalized virtuosos flew out from there to tour Europe. How
did it happen that individuals in divergent occupations acquired convergent characteristics? How did it happen
that Paris became their focal point? And how did these things happen specifically during the Age of
Revolution? The answer in a package is that spectacle-making was encouraged by the proliferation of public
spaces, that the cultivation of technical skill was encouraged by the appreciation in the value of practical
knowledge, and that self-promotion was encouraged by the dissemination of the self-centered worldview, all
of which took place during the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth centuries throughout the Western
world but with particular intensity in Paris. Here it will refer to the last quarter of the eighteenth and the first
half of the nineteenth century, encompassing the American Revolution of â€”83, the French Revolution of
â€”99, the sporadic revolutions around Europe around , the continent-wide Revolution of , the Industrial
Revolution, the Romantic Revolution in the arts, and various other little-studied and unlabeled revolutions. A
revolution in the appropriation of space accompanied the political and economic revolutions. In most countries
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government is associated with particular buildings in a particular city, but it is more a social than a physical
space. Government is the space in which designated people make, execute, and judge adherence to law. In
general the political revolutions gave access to this space to many more people, as public officials, as jurors,
and as voters. Even more important than this quantitative change was the qualitative, conceptual change:
Subjects became citizens and government became self-government. Areas formerly ruled from outside became
independent: The United States gained independence from Great Britain in , Norway from Denmark in ,[2]
Greece from Turkey in , Belgium from the Netherlands in , and both Hungary and northern Italy from Austria
temporarily in â€”49 and permanently in the s. Elected legislative and consultative bodies sprang into
existence or, where such bodies already existed, they acquired real power. Kings and queens continued to rule
in almost all the countries of Europe, but many of them now ruled over constitutional or limited rather than
absolute monarchies. Thus, during the Age of Revolution more and more people could feel that their
government was more and more collectively theirs. Put another way, during the Age of Revolution a large
number of governments were wrested from the private domains of family dynasties and converted into public
spaces. This happened in France, which went through a whole series of political revolutions. These followed a
long series of kings, many of them named Louis, who ruled during a period afterward termed the Old Regime,
extending back from into the Middle Ages. In broke out the first of the political revolutions, known variously
as the French Revolution, the Great French Revolution, the Great Revolution, or simply the Revolution. It
started rather peacefully, but gradually, from one representative assembly to the nextâ€”the Estates General,
the National Assembly, the Legislative Assembly, and the National Conventionâ€”it became more radical and
violent. The successive assemblies progressively restricted the powers of King Louis XVI until finally the
National Convention abolished the monarchy, put the deposed king on trial, and executed him. Shortly
thereafter, the Committee of Public Safety, a group of twelve Convention representatives led by Maximilien
Robespierre, took control of France and from June to July waged a Reign of Terror against its real and
perceived enemies, around seventeen thousand of whom were executed by summary justice. The
revolutionaries made government a public space and then used the space for public spectacles. Discussion in
the representative assemblies became oratorical fireworks. Votes became judgments executed by the
guillotine, set up in large city squares for the accommodation of large audiences. The revolutionaries also
opened up many public spaces in the economy. The Old Regime had had a labyrinth of regulations protecting
established patterns of economic activity but obstructing economic development. Most trades, for example the
food service trades of cookery, butchery, and patisserie, operated under the guild system, a rigid system of
laws, rules, and traditions according to which one could open a pastry shop only after becoming a master
pastrycook, one could become a master only after working for several years as a journeyman, and one could
become a journeyman only after successfully completing a years-long training program as an apprentice.
Impresarios of theaters and publishers of books, periodicals, and newspapers had to have a license from the
government, which issued only a limited number of them and then censored the limited output of those few
licensees. A network of internal customs barriers had grown up over the centuries, so that to import goods
from the French provinces into Paris, for example, one had to pay a duty at the city gate where one entered.
The revolutionaries abolished the guild system, so that anyone could open any business; they abolished the
licensing and censorship of organs of communication, so that anyone could write or say anything in public as
well as in private; and they abolished all internal tariffs, so that any product could be moved freely within the
country. Taking advantage of all the new public spaces, the practitioners of various arts and crafts became
performers and used these spaces as settings for the playing of multiple simultaneous blindfold chess games,
for the presentation of huge decorative sugar-sculpture centerpieces, for the exposure of the underworld of
crime, for the performance of impossibly difficult pieces of music, and for the exhibition of mechanical
marvels that imitated human beings in appearance and movement. In sum, they used these spaces to stage an
expanding spectrum of spectacles. A revolution in the valuation of practical knowledge accompanied the
social and economic revolutions. In broad terms, the social revolution of late-eighteenth- and
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early-to-mid-nineteenth-century Western Europe consisted of the slow but pervasive change from aristocratic
society to bourgeois society. As a result of this difference, the two societies also differed in the opportunity
they offered to individuals to change situations. Money was of course the principal means of social mobility in
bourgeois society, but one could acquire enough of it to move upward in any of several ways. One could
inherit it, earn it in business as an entrepreneur, or earn it in business or government as a professionalâ€”that
is, as someone with specialized practical knowledge. The abolition of the guild system, of the licensing and
censorship of the organs of communication, and of internal tariffs, although they laid the foundations of the
laissez-faire economic system, constituted a legal rather than an economic revolution. The real engine of
economic development in the Age of Revolution was industrialization, the conversion from animal power to
machine power in the production of goods. Making this conversion required technological innovations and the
commercial reproduction of those technological innovations. French science was second to none for at least
the first half of the Age of Revolution. The French also made innovative applications of new knowledge to
technology. The balloon ascents of the late eighteenth century arose out of the new chemistry, for example.
But while the first gas light was constructed by Philippe Lebon, it was the British who made gas lighting
commercially successful. The government of Napoleon Bonaparte was almost as much a technocracy as a
military dictatorship. As chief of state, he conducted a long series of military campaigns in which he
conquered many European countries and intimidated most of the rest into signing treaties favorable to France.
But he had been trained as an artillery expert and had almost as much respect for mathematics as he had for
tactics. He conducted a domestic modernization campaign, encouraging industry, founding technical schools,
and appointing scientists and technical experts as well as generals to head his ministries. Inventors attracted
great celebrity. Or they imagined themselves authors, publishing handbooks, manuals, encyclopedias, and
repertoires of techniques. Or they imagined themselves performers, making agility the basis of a new
theatricality. In sum, the appreciation in the value of practical knowledge encouraged individuals to strive to
master their world through the cultivation and demonstration of technical skill. A revolution in the projection
of the self accompanied the intellectual and economic revolutions. The Enlightenment is the name of a
radiation of ideas that illuminated France and other parts of the Western world in the eighteenth century, more
brightly in the second half than in the first. In general they opposed organized religion and advocated that
individuals formulate their own creeds; hence, they were anti-priest but not for the most part antireligious,
although they undoubtedly contributed to the secularization of French society. They championed tolerance for
dissenting beliefs and opinions, education for a larger proportion of the population and a less dogmatic
curriculum, a more equitable legal system with more rights for commoners and fewer privileges for aristocrats
and clerics, and the free exchange of ideas. They strongly believed in and encouraged progress in the arts,
sciences, and crafts, and they preached the dignity of all useful labor, whether spiritual, mental, or physical.
Partly in reaction to the Enlightenment, another radiation of ideas be-gan in the second half of the eighteenth
century but did not reach full intensity until the first half of the nineteenth. If the ideas of Romanticism
consisted more of heat than of light, this did not make them any less important. No significant improvements
could have occurred in French or Western society without ardent supporters of such improvements. Rousseau
was the leading early- or pre-Romantic in France, where, later, Hugo in literature, Berlioz in music, and
Delacroix in painting figured among the most productive generators of Romanticism, which issued from the
fine arts. Both the Enlightenment and Romanticism, through their emphasis on the value of personal
achievement at the expense of the values of family tradition and social hierarchy, contributed to the
democratic revolution, to the industrial revolution, to the bourgeois revolution, and most of all to the new
self-centered worldview. One saw oneself more or less distant from, dependent on, subordinate toâ€”in short,
revolving aroundâ€”that center. But during the Age of Revolution many people began to believe that
self-fulfillment rather than obedience to another was their proper function, and to see themselves at the center
of their world. The transformation of the economy worked in conjunction with intellectual movements to
spread the new self-centered worldview. Handle in hand with the industrial revolution went an agricultural
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revolution. In the second half of the eighteenth century, for the first time in history, a human society succeeded
in increasing the yield of its food crops to the point of making itself immune from famine for the foreseeable
future. Over the past two hundred years there has always been sufficient food in the Western world to feed the
entire population; what starvation there has been has resulted from unequal distribution. Similarly, there has
always been sufficient means to distribute the food, only occasionally unequal will. Concentration of land
ownership, introduction of new crops and new winter crops, rotation of different crops on the same plot of
land, specialization in cash crops, increased fertilization of crops, selective breed-ing of livestock, and of
course new machinery, all contributed to the agricultural revolution.
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